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How Can We Help You?
To learn more, contact us at 800-669-9946 for a free 
quote or visit www.rft.com.

Code Alert® software integrates Quick Response® Wireless Call, Wander 
Management and Sensatec® Fall Management Solutions on a single platform.

Easy to Use
A simple interface with a touch-screen monitor shows common functions on 
the main page for fast access. Pop-up tutorials provide on-screen help on how 
to respond to an event or alarm, and can be turned on or off at any time.

Event Notification
All events are displayed in a colored text box on the screen that gives the 
resident’s name, his/her location, and the type of alert. The resident’s location 
is also displayed on a community floor plan.

Mobile Event Notification
Events can be forwarded to caregivers’ mobile phones and pagers for 
immediate notification and a faster response.
nn Enables caregivers to perform routine tasks and still be notified in the event 

of an emergency
nn Alarm escalation ensures each alert is answered
nn With the optional RFT CaresTM App, caregivers can receive, acknowledge 

and classify alarms from a smartphone

Event Cause Classification
Easily clear and classify an event by touching or clicking the alert box. 
Standard event causes include, “Fall,” “Water,” “Food,” “Talk,” “Bathroom,” and 
“Too Close to Door.” Classifications are fully configurable to your community.

Continued.

nn Designed to help caregivers 
focus on resident care

nn Customizable to community 
needs and preferences

nn Integrate multiple safety 
solutions onto one platform

nn Enhances workflow

nn Increases staff collaboration

Easy-to-Use Icons

Mobile Notification

Pop-up Tutorials

Event Cause Classification

Event Notification and Resident Locationing
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Point-of-care Classification
Document an event cause at the point 
of care using a mobile device instead 
of returning to a central control station. 
Data is automatically and immediately 
stored in software for accurate data 
collection.

Resident Locationing
Available with our Quick Response 
Wireless Call Solutions, flexible room- 
or area-level locationing options enable 
an efficient response to resident calls. 
The resident’s name and location 
are shown on a floorplan and can 
be forwarded to mobile notification 
devices.
nn Room-level detection enables 

caregivers to respond promptly, 
giving residents greater sense of 
security

nn Area-level detection is a cost-
effective solution for communities 
that require locationing narrowed 
down to common areas or living 
areas

Data Capture & Reports
Use data collected in software to 
create reports for trending and 
compliance. Reports are segmented 
based on the type and depth of data 
required.

nn Evaluate staff response and care 
times, or review alarms and events 
by resident, event, or cause 

nn Spot trends, plan for future events 
and target care

nn Share proof of care with family 
members in report form

Escort Groups and Individuals
When escorting a resident or group 
of residents outside a monitored area, 
the Escort feature tells the system to 
“ignore” transmitters for a set time. 
nn Quickly select a timeframe and 

location for the outing
nn Save recurring escorts in the 

system, eliminating the need to 
repeatedly enter Escort details

Near Door Events
When a resident wearing a Wander 
Management transmitter comes within 
range of a monitored door, an optional, 
real-time “Loiter” alarm will occur. 
The event is captured in software for 
reporting and trend analysis, and helps 
identify loitering behavior that may lead 
to an elopement. 

Schedule Events
Schedule reminders for caregivers 
directly in software, such as medication  

dispensing or turning schedules to 
help manage the care and reduction of 
pressure wounds. Use the scheduling 
function for an individual resident or 
groups.

Voice-to-Voice Communication*
Caregivers can communicate with 
residents in a monitored area through a 
hands-free, two-way, speakerphone. 
nn Residents are assured that their call 

has been heard, improving peace of 
mind and quality of care

nn Caregivers can effectively assess 
the call and respond according to 
protocol

Admitting a Resident
When admitting a new resident, 
required fields are highlighted in yellow 
so users know exactly what information 
needs to be entered. Communities can 
customize which fields are mandatory 
for enrollment.

Reporting Escort Feature Admitting a Resident

*VoIP (Voice Over IP) phone integration required

Since 1987, RF Technologies has designed and delivered customizable, wireless safety and security solutions for the healthcare industry.
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